HALLOWEEN WITH A TWIST!

We learned that Halloween may be so much fun to arrive at school in our costumes! The children enjoyed spending the whole day in their special costume chosen for Halloween. A special THANK YOU goes out to the parents for supporting us in our mission to make our Halloween celebration a SPECIAL day at school.

CONFERENCES

THE ZOOM CONFERENCES SEEMED TO BE A SUCCESSFUL TOOL FOR US TO UTILIZE DURING THIS PANDEMIC. THE TEACHERS AND PARENTS SHARED INFORMATION USING THIS PLATFORM TO DISCUSS GOALS FOR EACH CHILD. WE WELCOME YOUR FEEDBACK AND THOUGHTS CONCERNING THE ZOOM CONFERENCE EXPERIENCE FOR PARENTS. YOU ARE INVITED TO REACH OUT TO NIKKI, MARSHA OR CHONA.
Children are always eager about the approach of a new season. The Panda Bears headed out to explore our beautiful Washington University campus filled with a blaze of orange, red and gold leaves. We were so fortunate to have this warmer weather provide comfortable temperatures. Our route led us into unique learning areas outside. If your child seemed extra tired on Friday it was because we spent a long portion of our day walking and running. The end of the walk offered us a show of skilled FRISBY players (students) enjoying some challenging moves on the big field.

Some fun with construction toys and writing.

We covered a lot of ground when we went exploring on campus.